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Come and join Hello Kitty with her best friends in this action-packed Family Racing Party never before available on Steam!
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The Ai is really bad (sometimes even drive the wrong way). That makes it extremely easy, but that's also because the target
audience. Looks / controls fine and supports local multiplayer. If you like Hello Kitty / Sanrio it's worth trying, but if not then
don't bother.. Buy this when it goes 90% off and play splitscreen with all of your friends, the endless plethora of bugs make it
fun for the hour it takes to play all the tracks.. This could be OK rally game for younger children, or Hello kitty fans.
Unfortunately it falls short on execution. The key bindings has to be done outside the game and adjusting them just right is a bit
of a proble. Actually it is impossible to get them way I wanted because accelerlation and brake can't be adjusted on Joystick
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axis. It means that, yes I can play with my driving wheel. And no, I can't use the peddals. And this is huge problem, since kids
would love to steer with a wheel, but using buttons for going forwards is a bit hard task to do. If the driving wheel could be
completely supported I would give thumbs up. No it falls a bit short and it's thumbs down. - and obviously this is only for
children. If you are looking for serious driving game, this obviously isn't for you.. Waste of money. I lost 19,99 euros on this
game. The controls are AWFUL! I need my money back.. This game was just utterly cat tastic. From kitty kart, to flying feline.
I just simply couldnt get enough of this furball out of my brain. The apples in challenge mode were like catnip. The rings were
just like a scratch post. I truly want to thank te developers for releasing my inner crazy cat person within such a colorful
enjoyable game.. Waste of money. I lost 19,99 euros on this game. The controls are AWFUL! I need my money back.. I wanted
to really like this game.really wanted to. The graphics and game play are what you would expect for the targeted age group.
There are issues with the envrionment graphics, however, as you can ghost into walls while driving and the boats, especially,
don't always drive/float above the track/water. Interestingly, this does not seem to affect gameplay. My biggest gripe, however,
is the horrible controls with a keyboard. The boats and planes taking a second to turn is understandable and more realistic but
make it near impossible to complete some of the addtional challenges. No matter how the keys were defined, I was unable to use
any power-ups or protections. This last part was not as much of a hinderance since the AI is targeted to a younger demographic
and it is possible to finish with the maximum number of points by simply flying/driving smart. I received this game as part of a
bundle. If I had not, I would be displeased with its purchase. Once the keyboard issues are solved, I would recommend this game
to any casual racer. Until then, I can see this causing frustration.. I wanted to really like this game.really wanted to. The graphics
and game play are what you would expect for the targeted age group. There are issues with the envrionment graphics, however,
as you can ghost into walls while driving and the boats, especially, don't always drive/float above the track/water. Interestingly,
this does not seem to affect gameplay. My biggest gripe, however, is the horrible controls with a keyboard. The boats and planes
taking a second to turn is understandable and more realistic but make it near impossible to complete some of the addtional
challenges. No matter how the keys were defined, I was unable to use any power-ups or protections. This last part was not as
much of a hinderance since the AI is targeted to a younger demographic and it is possible to finish with the maximum number
of points by simply flying/driving smart. I received this game as part of a bundle. If I had not, I would be displeased with its
purchase. Once the keyboard issues are solved, I would recommend this game to any casual racer. Until then, I can see this
causing frustration.
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